
Create your own work of art.





Design a unique floor of any  
colour and pattern.



Your design, unique, infinite. PANDOMO will change the way 

you think about floor design – it 

allows you to create your vision. 

You can incorporate colours 

exactly the way you want, create 

shades, graining or other effects.

What counts is your idea.  

We supply the material to turn 

your idea into reality. Each time 

the result of this interaction is a 

unique product – as unique as 

the inspiration which created it.

PANDOMO has the natural 

appearance of stone slab without 

any joints. Allowing the design of 

seamless floors stretching wall 

to wall or incorporating striking 

visual effects with company 

logos, colours or themes, 

PANDOMO is the modern  

system for floor design.



Make your vision a reality.



It’s like an artist’s palette for 
architects and interior designers.



It’s like an artist’s palette for 
architects and interior designers.



As many design possibilities  
as you need.



Advanced, seamless, versatile. It is more than just a matter  

of colour and surface. You can 

incorporate other materials and 

elements, opening up infinite 

possibilities for an integral  

joint free surface.

Applied as a free flowing liquid, 

each pour is successively 

blended turning your design 

vision into reality. Here is the 

future, freedom to design  

smooth seamless joint free  

floors small and large. 

With surface finishes from 

matt to gloss, PANDOMO is 

perfect for exhibitions, shops, 

foyers, offices, restaurants and 

residential interior floors.



Technical Data                  »

Thickness
Walkable
Compressive Strength
Flexural Strength
Ball Hardness
Tensile Strength

5-10mm
3 hours
30 MPa (28 days)
8.5 MPa (28 days)
80 MPa (28 days)
8.5 MPa (28 days)

PANDOMO  
Self Levelling Compound

The raw material in PANDOMO is ARDEX’s advanced 
Ardurapid self levelling compound and colour dyes. 
Ardurapid technology chemically utilises the mix water  
in building a reinforced crystalline structure guaranteeing  
a shrinkage free high strength floor.



An innovative and  
contemporary product.

ARDEX works with architects, industry professions and  

trained PANDOMO specialists to ensure each unique floor  

captures the atmosphere envisaged by the designer.

For more information in Australia call 1800 224 070 or  

in New Zealand 03 384 3029 to schedule a consultation  

with your ARDEX architectural advisor and obtain  

your PANDOMO Design Kit.



ARDEX Australia Pty Ltd 
20 Powers Rd 
Seven Hills NSW 2147 
P 1800 224 070 
F 02 9674 5621 
techinfo@ardexaustralia.com 
www.ardex.com

ARDEX New Zealand Ltd 
32 Lane St, Woolston 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
P 03 384 3029 
F 03 384 9779 
techinfo@ardexaustralia.com 
www.ardex.com


